Abstract: Rise and development of the e-Business has led to transformation of many traditional markets and born of new ones. Companies have been forced to change themselves to be more customer oriented and turn their mass production strategy to mass customization strategy. In this research we outline the development paths of forty case companies in Finnish metal and electronics industries. Objective was to find out the state of art in e-Business strategies in each company and how it is related to utilization of mass customization strategies. As a result, the "Four evolutionary phases of e-Business" is suggested as the companies move toward to what we call knowledge business (k-Business) era. It is suggested that in order to be successful in mass customization strategies companies need to build up k-Business systems.
1.

Introduction
The commercial use of Internet has promoted e-Business to be an important subject of decision-making and business planning since the mid-1990's. When e-Business comes widely used, and most of the operative order-and delivery routines move into information networks in many industries, e-Business will offer a new way to learn from business relationships, to deepen the interactions and provide better customer service.
Today's customers won't accept the Henry Ford's dictum 'You can have any color car you want as long as it's black' . "Every customer is unique" -phrase has challenged manufacturing companies. Fulfilling every customer's individual needs has been, if not impossible, targeted only to very solvent customers. Mass customization (MC) strategies have tried to achieve the goal to fulfill individual needs cost efficiently. One of the great opportunities to this has been largely the development of information systems and e-Business.
The emerging challenge of knowledge systems implementation and superior management of customer, supplier and business partner based knowledge provide us new avenues for development. Future business will be done with knowledge systems built upon effective e-Business systems. In this paper we will call this phase knowledge business (k-Business). Rationale for this argument is that when e-Business comes more widely used, company and industry service models become more alike and standard. Hence, e-Business systems will become prerequisites for doing business and competitive advantage will be derived from exploitation of knowledge to gain customers' attention and to serve experiences (Davenport & Beck 2001 , Pine & Gilmore 1999 . In this phase, enterprise information systems, routine-based supply chain management and basic customer relationship management applications need to be effective and even further an integrated unity in whole supply chain community (SCC) to meet unique needs of every customer.
We admit that it is difficult to predict, how e-Business will evolve and possibly change to k-Business in enterprises and how this development is related to mass customization strategies utilized. However, in this research we make a serious attempt to understand interrelationships of e-business and mass customization blueprints of the selected companies in Finnish metal and electronics industries.
Conceptually e-Business and mass customization are being used in many varying ways. In this research we first identified factors, which affect the growth and utilization of e-Business and mass customization strategies in organizations. While e-Business is not merely technology nor mass customization a manufacturing paradigm, it is essential to use their potential to achieve profitable and competitive business.
In metal and electronics industries it is typical that different companies and industries are in different development phase. For example, in a global electronics industry eBusiness and mass customization were assumed to be different kind of phenomena than in "old-fashioned" mining industry -not to undermine any industry in this study. However, this doesn't mean that the challenge should not be taken seriously in the industries where using progressive information systems to create unique customer experiences feels awkward at first.
2.
Research setting and definitions
Research approach
Objective of the study was to outline the development paths of the Finnish metal and electronics industries focusing in to find out the state of art in e-Business strategies in each company, how mass customization strategies are utilized and what role eBusiness have in these strategies. As the concepts like mass customization and eBusiness are used and understood in many varying ways, a survey as a research method would have produced very distinct results difficult to interpret. In this kind of research settings only case study method can produce sensible results. This is because in the interview situation researcher can interact with interviewed person(s) about subject and used concepts and a common understanding can be created. Multiple case study method (Cunningham 1997 , Eisenhardt 1989 ) was required to be able to extend our knowledge among individual cases and create an outline of development paths of metal and electronics industries. Furthermore, results from multiple case study are considered to be more convincing than from single case study (Yin 1984) . The sponsor organization MET took the initiative to organize the interviews, for the purpose of identifying innovation elements for their future development projects. Another aim for these purposes was to recognize 3-5 potential development themes of the Finnish metal industry.
To have the best possible scope of the target group it was necessary to have various types of enterprises to be involved into the study. A representative sample of metal and electrotechnical enterprises was in the first place proposed by the experts of MET. They selected the candidates of Finnish metal, engineering and electrotechnical industries based on their knowledge (both members and non-members of the federation). The target group was fulfilled with some potential small and medium size 2 companies from Southern-Ostrobothnia. The total number of potential candidate enterprises was over 70. The final list of the 40 participating enterprises was formed in the end of October 2000 and it was the result of personal phone inquiry by MET asking the enterprises to get involved.
Both large enterprises and SMEs were included in the study while the role of SMEs was seen crucial for the metal industry supply chains governed by large enterprises.
The large enterprises also most often administrate the customer relationships and so they have an essential role in networks.
Case companies were selected by using theoretical sampling in cooperation by researchers and MET experts. According to Eisenhardt (1989) theoretical sampling can be used, when researcher wants to replicate study, expand created theory or when researcher wants to fill theoretical categories or to give examples of polar types.
Three quadrants represented machinery-and metal product industry, one quadrant came from electrotechnical industry. About half of the enterprises were SMEs and another half large ones. Geographically they came from different parts of Finland. Most of the large companies are headquartered in the capital city (Helsinki) district, so there were about a quadrant of these firms from that area. However, geographically there were almost 30 different Finnish cities or municipalities represented.
Typically the representatives of these enterprises were the managers coordinating eBusiness in the company. The enterprises selected the persons internally after the phone contact from MET and before the respondents got the preliminary email. Among the company representatives there were organizationally different kind of managers, from chief executive officers to quality managers
The process of conducting interviews
The final process for interviews was based on two phases. In the first phase we used a short preliminary email-based questionnaire to observe the common attitude of the respondents to the procedures the growing use of e-business will necessitate.
The second phase was to conduct interviews. In practice all of the interviews were done during company visits. For the interviews a special interview presentation material was built as working tool i.e. a handout of 13 pages and seven main themes. It was given to respondents in the beginning of the interview. Handout material also included some graphical illustrations and textual contribution in order to clarify aspects of mass customization and e-Business.
The aims were to present the goals of the study, to have a tool for analyzing discussion during the interviews and to function as the catalyst of interviews. We bundled up some relevant theoretical models, which we argued to be in relation to development of eBusiness and mass customization. In each page a particular theme was presented. Theme page of the handout includes an illustration, a diagram or a list of examples and some questions affiliated with the theme.
In the first pages of the handout we presented the research issues once again, depicted the framework with four basic factors presented below and defined three essential concepts of the research: e-Business, m-Business and mass customization.
Interview questions were open-ended and case descriptions were validated in each company separately. After analyzing the cases results were presented in three half-day seminars and further comments and suggestions were discussed.
Research framework and definitions
We identified four basic factors that we used in evaluation of the cases (see Figure 1. ): -evolution of business environment, -evolution of technology environment, -maturity to apply e-business and mass customization innovations and -potential of these innovations in the adopting enterprise.
Business environment evolution was investigated according to two most essential views: The tendency from value chains towards the value networks (Stabell & Fjeldstad 1998) and the depth of the customer relationship (Cross & Smith 1995 , Cross & Smith 1997 , Kalakota & Robinson 1999 , Kalakota & Robinson 2001 . The commitment degree of customers was defined according to Cross & Smith (1995) . Evolution of technology environment was viewed by using a list of IT capabilities by Bharadwaj et al. (1999) .
The concept of maturity to apply e-Business was derived from the results and experiences of previous SME-focused ITEP -project (Information Technology in Southern Ostrobothnia, Riihimaa & Vuori 2000) . The essential observations of ITEP were analyzed and divided to three sub-factors: Organizational maturity, Technological maturity and Management maturity. Definitions were used in a very broad way in order to give all the respondents an opportunity to construct their own concept of "e-Business" and "mass customization". However, the preliminary concepts were defined in the following way: Mass customization: the fulfillment of customer-or customer group needs as a part of the organizations' product, representation of product, customer service or manufacturing strategies.
3.
Development of Mass Customization
From mass production to mass customization
When the idea of mass production was introduced in the late nineteenth century, most of the enterprises were small, family -owned firms based on craft production. At the time machinery was coming largely to factories, not to replace the workers, but to help them in their work, which created the technological ground for mass production. Management paradigm and technological development together with a great success story, spread out by Henry Ford's production engineers, made the break through of mass production. After the World War II mass production became the dominant manufacturing paradigm of the world's industrial production.
Idea of mass production is 'the shared goal of developing, producing, marketing, and delivering goods and services at prices low enough that nearly everyone can afford them' . Mass production was heavily dependent on specialized machines and men to achieve smooth flow of production and low costs that resulted in low prices. Companies grew bigger, because achieving the 'economies of scale' guaranteed even lower prices, and thus, better position in the markets.
Mass production is an ideal way to produce goods for homogenous markets. However, in the end of twentieth century situation started to change significantly as the market became more fragmented. This situation has led to breakdown of mass production paradigm and introduction of new one, mass customization. Mass customization, as an organizational strategy, is arising in direct response to the turbulence that has splintered the mass market (Hart 1995) .
The shift to mass customization is happening mainly because of three major drivers:
Free and dynamic global markets
As the world's markets are opening, the competition is tightening respectively. Information technology has made it possible to manage globally distributed companies efficiently, bringing global companies with their 'economy of scale' to compete with local competitors. Unable to compete with price, local companies have to differentiate themselves to certain market segment and/or achieve customers satisfaction with better quality or outstanding services. This has lead to variety of offerings and paying more attention to customers' preferences.
Market fragmentation
As the supply is increasing because of the competition, customers can be more selective when purchasing goods. This leads to market fragmentation. Here, a company that better satisfies its customers' individual wants and needs will have greater sales . With the flexible manufacturing systems and computer-integrated manufacturing techniques that have made it more economical to produce a greater variety of products, companies are able to provide products to ever smaller customer groups, which further accelerates fragmentation.
Shorter product life cycles
Mass-market breakdown has been further abetted by technology (Hart 1995) . Stable demand is affected by technological shocks: new methods of manufacturing that prove more successful at achieving production goals or improves existing and introduces new features that makes the products more compelling.
As with mass production, the shift to mass customization is able to happen because there are three required factors. 1) Mass customization as a manufacturing paradigm has existed a while already. It was already anticipated in 1970 by Alvin Toffler in Future Shock and delineated (as well as named) in 1987 by Stan Davis in Future Perfect . 2) Manufacturing technology has developed and made it possible to produce smaller series economically with flexible manufacturing systems. Also the emergence of Internet has made it fast and easy to gather information about customer preferences.
3) The success stories like Dell's have brought the idea to public debate.
Even though there are many drivers and success stories already, we don't believe that mass customization is going to achieve such popularity, that mass production achieved at the time. Mass customization might become the leading production paradigm, but it won't dominate the markets like the mass production dominated before. This is because of the one market segment (and a pretty big one) that looks only for cheapest price. This development trend can be noticed currently in Finnish grocery stores. As the foreign grocery chains are penetrating the markets with 'hard-discount' stores, all the main Finnish based grocery store chains are also introducing their own hard discount brands, which are acquired in alliance with different European procurement organizations.
There is a large demand for customized goods anyhow. And as more and more companies are pursuing the mass customization paradigm starting to offer more variety and customization, market segments are narrowing down to smaller and smaller segments and eventually there is left markets of one individual customer.
While development toward mass customization is still under way, Pine and Gilmore (1999) have already envisioned the future challenges after the mass customization roadmap has been walked trough. They think that the next management challenge is development toward 'Experience Economy'. This can be justified, because if customizing a good automatically turned it into a service, customizing a service automatically turned it into an experience. If that were true, they realized, experiences would have to be a distinct economic offering, as distinct from services as services were from goods. Pine and Gilmore continue addressing also the next relevant question: but what happens when you customize experiences? You can't help but turn them into what is often called life-transforming experiences, and thus was discovered the fifth and final economic offering in the Progression of Economic Value: transformations (Pine and Gilmore 2003) .
Mass customization strategies
An explicit mass customization strategy is unique to the company developing and implementing it (Hart 1995) . As with any new innovation, essential is not the innovation itself but how it's being implemented and practiced in every day life. Any universal directions can't be given, how companies should pursue mass customization strategy, but some outlines can be drawn.
Mass customization has been defined in many ways depending on definer's point-ofview. Hart (1995) for example defines the mass customization concept by using two distinct definitions: (1) ability to provide your customers with anything they want profitably, any time they want, anywhere they want, any way they want it, and (2) the use of flexible processes and organizational structures to produce varied and often individually customized products and services at the low cost of a standardized, mass production system. Later on, Hart (1996) tones his definition promising 'anything at anytime' to '… produce varied and often individually customized products and services at the price of standardized, mass-produced alternatives'.
Several authors propose a continuous framework upon which MC may be developed; namely, MC can occur at various points along the value chain, ranging from simple "adaptation" of delivered products by customers themselves, up to the total customization of product sale, design, fabrication, assembly, and delivery (Da Silveira et al. 2001) . Browne et al. (1996) present a framework of decoupling points in different levels of mass customization. Four different designs are represented by varying the position of the decoupling point (Alfnes and Strandhagen 2000) . These designs range from providing unique products (Engineer to order) via two customization levels (Make to order and Assemble to order) to providing standard products from a final stock (Make to stock). Lampel and Mintzberg (1996) define a continuum of five MC strategies involving different configurations of process, product and customer transaction. Gilmore and Pine (1997) identify four customization alternatives corresponding to change/no change in product and presentation.
From these frameworks four dimensions of mass customization can be identified: process, product, service and representation. However, these four dimensions are not independent, but rather interlaced. It is clear, that production design largely defines the extent of product's customization alternatives, and vice versa. Also the representation of product is interlaced with service dimension. For example Gilmore and Pine (1997) gives an example how product's representation can change when offering individual or customized service, as in the case of Hertz.
In conclusion, there are only two interdependent dimensions of mass customization. From this point of view, we decided to adapt Gilmore and Pine's (1997) classification of mass customization, as it has captured the most fundamental dimensions of mass customization: product and representation. Furthermore, it was evaluated to be useful framework for qualitative, empirical research by the research team. Gilmore and Pine (1997) identify four customization strategies: collaborative (designers dialogue with customers to identify their precise needs), adaptive (standard but customizable products can be altered by customers themselves), cosmetic (standard products are packaged specially for each customer), and transparent (goods and services are customized for each customer by observing their behavior).
Figure 2 describes the framework we used in our empirical research. Note, that we have modified the original framework changing both product and representation categories to dimensions. We see that in empirical settings the scales should rather be flexible sliding from one extreme to other than just offering two options: change or no change.
Figure 2: Mass customization alternatives (modified from Gilmore and Pine, 1997) Management of different stages of mass-customization is a clear challenge for companies (Gilmore and Pine 1997) . In many companies operations have started from very customer-oriented perspective, producing customers defined products, leaving production series short. This kind of customization is usually a joint problem solving with the customer, e.g. cooperative customization. Customer is satisfied and suppliercompany gets a good reference.
Cooperative customization can't be carried on forever, at least not for the same customers. This is because almost in all industries productization occurs. This means that originally customized products can turn to be more standard and be bought as a mass product with a lower cost. Standard products can replace previously customized product. This is common for example in software industry. Yet, there are always companies who have superior and unique knowledge not easily imitated, such as different kinds of protected innovations (Barney 1991 , Hargadon & Sutton 1997 . These companies can prize their products and services with proper margins.
Mass-customization with customer can also be done either in a transparent or adaptive way. In both cases customer doesn't necessarily recognize how his/her needs are tailored into the product or service. Transparent customization requires the use of a large and diversified data warehouse, which contains detailed knowledge about customer and customer's product and service needs. In adaptive customization you do not always know what customer wants, but by increasing the modularity of products or services customization level increases. Company can therefore develop customers' needs fulfilling combinations of product qualities with superior management of product data and by developing different kinds of product families.
Products can also be customized in a cosmetic way. Then customer-defined product changes are usually done in the end of the manufacturing process. These can be done for example in the assembly line, of which the car industry is an excellent example. This kind of model for operations demands flexible manufacturing and adequate volume to be meaningful.
State of the art of mass customization in metal and electronics industries
Interpretations drawn from interviews show that one competitive element of Finnish metal and electronics industries is mass customization. Mass customization is mostly practiced in a collaborative and adaptive (modular) way. Cosmetic mass customization can be defined genuinely imposing way to tailor the same base product or service for different customer groups, despite the name. In the end of the production process the color, accessories, and other customer's personality or product's intended use related improvements can be taken into notice. This way of customization can be successfully put into practice in such businesses, where customer is satisfied to customization of final stage of core process and it is not needed to intervene to actual core solutions.
That type of mass customization is not in particular focus in this article, but we want to include a very important single viewpoint, which has a crucial impact on product management and customization -that is using software component to customize the product.
Companies manufacturing appliances, machinery or other goods meant for long-term use had many ideas about intelligence of appliances. In these product areas ability to record usage information, make fault-analysis and control over quantity and quality of production can be significant competitive advantage for manufacturing industries in the future.
This development has been started with applying logical circuit solutions. However, in some interviews very ambitious projects were discussed. Projects where traditionally manufactured product had a computer installed inside with capabilities to store, process and communicate data and information. This way information technology opens new doors for not only to make product's utilization possibilities more diversified, but also to manage customer relations and control the supply chain.
Idea of customization of this kind is presented here due the some comments of interviewed persons, like: "…we don't have software components in our products, but if our main supplier wants products which must have, we just should order it from our subcontractor and combine it to the product frame…". In other words from product data management viewpoint a piece of software may look like a component, just like other modulated parts of the product, and it seems that it may be customized just by changing some parameters.
However, managing and customizing software components may provide many new kind of challenges also to knowledge management. Core knowledge issues needed here are things like management of software versions and customer's parametrization or resolving copyright questions, etc. From e-business viewpoint the processes to update software versions automatically and delivering those by using networks may be important. Also activities like IT-outsourcing should be considered very carefully to keep up and ensure the needed skills of core business inside the company.
ADAPTIVE MC
Adaptive mass customization is based on forward planning and representations of almost all possible combinations of product modules. For example a designing system can be offered to help designing in cooperation with customer features of a machine or for example constructing different lighting alternatives (product configuration tools). Product or service itself or it's representation doesn't change that much because inside the product families different alternatives can be varied. Management of product data varies inside industries. In electronics industry product data is commonly based on means of electronic document management. In more traditional machine shop industry situation can vary wildly. Interviewed managers commented out that both technical and operational coherency of product design has a lot to improve. Problem was highlighted in companies where product versioning has been done for customers and the life cycle of these products can be as long as decades.
Minicase: Product configuration as an adaptive mass customization
Unifying management of product data means extending quality thinking to design work, for example starting from requirements of manufacturing. Technically coherent product data would require common perception of each product's characteristics and storing of these characteristics. This includes for example product families, modularity and versioning. Some of the companies had already a part or entire Product Data Management (PDM) system in place and some had just started to implement it or were under the implementation process.
Core knowledge needed in adaptive mass customization is knowledge on productscomponents and production processes. E-Business provides very useful tools for this. Systems like product configuration tools can be built directly for customers use delivered via Internet or other network, or on the other hand for company's own sales representatives as an expert support system. Service system requires competent product data management and in most of the cases, also attaching (integrating) PDMsystem to web-services.
TRANSPARENT MC
In manufacturing the development has lead to a position where importance of services as a part of business grows. Product and production oriented companies have to acquire knowledge of services production or at least search for partners who has service competencies in their industry. Hence, e-Business provides one way to offer some opportunities in traditional after-sales functions. e-Business is not just one technical loop of order-delivery-invoice -chain, but also a new form of producing services.
Third way to put mass customization in practice is based on idea that customers are not bothered with feature definitions and different inquiries. The idea of customization is based on collecting and analyzing customer knowledge through enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems and from different service channels. Collecting and storing customer preferences extensively can yield growth of expertise on customer needs which can be realized in next customer service situations.
Many of the interviewed companies were in the situation where company had many long lasting, successful customer relations. Capital goods these customers had acquired formed a kind of bridgehead for company. As the customer relations evolve, customers need to be taken into account better. For example, in manufacturing business it means MRO services (spare part, maintenance and usability) and auxiliary activities related to monitoring and extending product lifecycles. Many companies have prepared to build service and maintenance connections to machines and systems, which they already have delivered to all over the world, for example by using mobile communication technology. 
Minicase: Industrial manufacturer on the way toward transparent mass customization
Company Work Machines (WM) has got it's product data management (PDM) under control during the last few years and is advancing to exploiting their PDM-system in both customer
In the future WM tries to piece together the needs of its customer community using knowledge collected from electronic service systems and sales chain's support systems.
So core knowledge in this type of mass customization is knowledge on customers, after-sale processes, abilities to monitor systems or products already delivered, and other that kind of activities enabling to extend the lifecycle of the product. Applications supporting these issues are for example CRM-systems, which uses transaction data to create customer's service and marketing profile. In this analysis it is possible to use relational or object-based databases or newer data warehouse systems, data mining and creation techniques, which are able to identify previously undetected customer behavior models.
COLLABORATIVE MC
Most challenging, difficult and also expensive way to mass customize is based on using customer interaction in specifying product or service features. This cooperative model is needed when it is difficult for customer to express product preferences or when product is attached with complicated specifications, which in whole forms the end product. In this case even the seller can't know what customer eventually wants.
Minicase: Small company's vision of collaborative mass customization
As an effect of customer orientation is, that head buying customer can demand information about, for example, products assembly order from production line whenever he wants. Customer company has control over production priorities: "In any time a call can come, that this goes before that. It can be a bitter pill to swallow when you have just reached a good tone in some part of production and you have to modify it. In this kind of situation some heavy information system is stiffer than human brain. Information can't be fed to complicated system as fast as it would be required." "Delivery times are short, 2-7 days and they are big ensembles. It is common that always some urgent order cuts in. This affects to loads and production programs." "Product articles are quite unique. There are problems in product coding, because code can change if color changes. In a big company coding is in key position, "it feels that in some of our head buying customer companies next free number is just taken into use if some change appears". "… best information can be get when calling straight to the production line and asking what they are going to do next…"
Focus of the knowledge in this kind of mass customization is in issues concerning products and their components, different materials, networking activities like managing SCM processes, and also abilities to flexible, dynamic, and "nimble" reflections according to the new kind of needs of the customer.
Particularly in this type of mass customization two separate customer classes must be differentiated: final end-customers and the head buying company as a customer within the supply chain.
For final end-customers e-business systems supporting the first phases of the customers' lifecycle and educating and/or showing the assemblage and representation of the end products are appropriate.
Within the supply chain the transparency through the whole chain must be emphasized, and issues like open and standard interfaces between the partners' systems become extremely important. In developed and deep partnership also the customer is one essential partner of the supply chain.
However, there are many obstacles for integration. Firstly, there are different kinds of information systems in different parts of supply chain. They can differ from each other both by type and lifetime. Secondly, longest supply chains can range from small machine shops to a global machinery manufacturer, which increases the inner variety of the supply chain. Thirdly, at the end of the chain there is not always a small company. Even the procurement of critical components can in a small company be done from a major company with international operations.
Inside of this kind of a chain -or more correctly a supply chain network -should be very clear description of product data, which is adopted and used in all parts of supply chain. Also a description of division of work inside value chain processes is needed. Today, supply chains are based on very broad forecasting abilities while changes in order and delivery volumes cause additional expenses.
It must be also noticed, that term knowledge also includes human, so called "tacit knowledge", not only the activities supported by ICT-based tools. As an example of material management knowledge, we got several interviewed companies having same kind of experiences. By using modern planning systems it is possible to create true-like virtual items, which are not possible to produce in real world for example due to the properties of the materials. For example, head buying customer's planners hadn't noticed anything strange in their manufacturing plans, because only the subcontractors has that kind of knowledge on materials, and only their skilled workers having long experience on materials were able to notice the plans to be useless.
Evolutionary phases and transitions in implementations of mass customization strategies
Aforementioned four types of mass customization represent "pure" or generic mass customization strategies. In some cases, a single approach can dominate the design. More often, however, managers will discover that they need a mix of some or all of the four approaches to serve their own particular set of customers (Gilmore and Pine 1997) Minicase: SME's mass customization segments From knowledge management viewpoint all the transitions may be relevant, for example cosmetic mass customization strategy can be first used as tool to collect customer knowledge (Gilmore & Pine 1997 ) and later on company may choose another strategy to exploit the acquired knowledge. Or as in National Industrial Bicycle Company's case (Kotha 1996) , company pursued both mass customization and mass production strategy combining the knowledge acquired in each to contribute the whole firm.
However, in this article our focus is in transitions from cooperative mass customization strategy to adaptive and/or transparent and in transitions from adaptive mass customization to transparent. Those transitions seem to be most important in Finnish metal and electrotechnical industries and their e-business development.
Especially industry's SMEs have started their mass customization production as a collaborative customization. However, collaborative customization is also highestpriced way, hence company should be able to apply other mass customization means as well. Modular (adaptive) mass customization on the other hand requires implementation of some sort of PDM-systems, which may require massive development efforts from the company. Therefore companies have to be able to manage transitions between different mass customization approaches.
Collaborative mass customization is also being carried out for example in designing of intelligent appliances. For example, in the case Lifter, they are interested to design carriers, which are aiming at the most gentle and smooth handling of packages. Bringing intelligence to devices can help to achieve this goal, for example by mounting a device inside carrier that can monitor and store information about handling of packages. Significance of cosmetic customization is remote.
Next development phase is to integrate customer relationship management (CRM) and product data management (PDM) together and so enable transparent customer relationship management. In some of the interviewed companies cosmetic customization was also seen to be important, although in most of the cases it's about industrial appliances and machines.
The transitions in focus are also straightforwardly reflecting one of the key results of our study -the "Four evolutionary phases of e-business". This phase model seems to describe the actions made for developing e-business in metal and electronics companies to support mass customization and a customers focused company. Four qualitatively different phase of development was discovered among the Finnish metal and electronics companies. These four phases seems to be also the order of development. Phases are:
o ERP-phase, e.g. putting the foundation on enterprise information systems in order, o SCM-phase, e.g. boosting the information systems of supply chain management, o CRM-phase, e.g. deepening and improving customer relations and knowledge, o KM-phase, e.g. taking advantage of business intelligence systems handling either customer, supplier or business relationship based knowledge in knowledge networks.
ERP-phase
The enterprises in ERP-phase are putting the foundation on enterprise information systems in order. Roughly 20% of the companies were still in this phase.
The challenges of this phase are attached on the interface of the ERP-system -will it allow the networking partners to connect their systems to other partners' ERPs. That problem may exist also inside the single company. For example, we discovered a company struggling with re-engineering 18 different ERP-systems located in different sites.
Unifying information systems and information transferring is being further complicated when procuring from both domestic and foreign countries. Ideal of one unified management of operations is being broken when it is noticed that there are both small, domestic machine shops and big foreign industry giants among the suppliers. Unifying the practices won't succeed, because all players of industry have their own rules.
Marketplaces of electronic procurement have partly tried to unify the situation, but change is happening slowly. For example, the Covisint of car industry and Trading Place (General Electric) of electromechanical industry have grown slower than what was expected. In many industries the common rules of the game are not yet agreed or they are being questioned with equally powerful players. In either case, demand of transparency requires unifying both management of operations and e-Business.
In Finnish metal and electronics industries e-Business solutions are mainly built on traditional and already tested ICT platforms. Compatibility of these platforms is compromised with many rearrangements, takeovers and mergers where previous or old information systems are downsized or totally renewed, depending of the selections of the group or corporate management.
Many of the interviewed Finnish business units were the e-Business pioneers in a larger international group. From Finnish enterprises' viewpoint a number of foreign based metal industry companies are relying on pretty old-fashioned information technology, which can eventually cause problems within company networks. These solutions might not be cost effective and probably inferior at scalability.
SCM-phase
Management of supply chain (SCM, supply chain management) is with many ways one of the key challenges in the development of mass customization and e-Business systems in Finnish metal and electronics industries.
The enterprises in SCM-phase are developing the information systems of supply chain management. Most of the interviewed Finnish companies, approximately half of them were focusing in improving the fluency of supply chain.
There is the trend towards supply chain communities. This means integration of supply chains across organizational/industrial borders. It is not just managing transactions, but moving towards joint and shared management of supply chain processes, like planning or execution/control of processes It seems that stand-alone, company-specific information system development projects are moving to history. In the future companies have to review their entire supply chain and take into consideration not only essential customer groups but also own subcontractors and other partners in the supply chain. Integration between different information systems is needed, because management of supply chain has to cross organizations. From customers' point of view a best supply chain activates, works customized and reach its services beyond organizational borders depending of customers needs.
The issues like quality questions, efficiency, customer responsiveness, localization and the need for customization become important in this phase.
There are many barriers to SCM-development, like the lack of knowledge when viewing the chain from end to end (no transparency), inconsistency or out-of-date knowledge, lack of process integration or old-fashioned SCM-structures.
CRM-phase
Many companies had the situation where importance of services are growing and holding old customers is critical for business operations.
The enterprises in that, here called CRM phase are deepening and improving their customer relations and customer knowledge. Approximately 20% of the enterprises were already concentrating to collect and exploit customer knowledge.
Managing customer relationships is important, because profitable business is moving to maintenance, repair and total service concepts. It is natural, that also service concepts must become mass customized. Enterprises must know the needs of their customers and also manage the business skills of the individual customer. It was not unusual among the most developed enterprises that they also served as business consultants for their customers.
Long-term relationships means managing the entire customer life cycle and databases including the history information. Many of the companies had delivered machinery and appliances for years, even for decades. These machinery and appliance installations had founded a customer relation, which should now be managed systematically. That also means consistent and updated customer knowledge through service processes. eBusiness offers many opportunities in this situation.
The real challenge is building the multi-channel service model. The customer may use many parallel channels like telephone, internet, extranet, e-mail or office visit, and the enterprise must in every case have an ability to offer equal service to customers. So companies have to take care of their customers with traditional resources of salesdistribution chain, but at the same time consider service models of electronic channels. Customer knowledge has to be managed through different channels, so that endcustomers, sales and distribution representatives as well as producing organizations themselves can utilize the same information resource. Among the interviewed enterprises it was very typical that customer information was currently spread all over the organization or sales and distribution chain.
KM-phase
KM-phase is about taking advantage of business intelligence systems handling either customer, supplier or business relationship based knowledge in knowledge networks.
(See Ruggles 1998 , Ruohonen & Salmela 1999 Only few companies were very advanced in their e-Business initiatives. They focused to deepen their relationships with superior management of supplier, customer, and business partner based knowledge.
There were some steps in the road from CRM-focused systems to the taking advantage of knowledge management -focused systems (applied from Cross & Smith 1995).
1. Awareness, with "classic" home pages, having huge challenges for large number of pages in Internet. The customer has no experience on enterprise. 2. Recognition, when the customer has noticed the enterprise or its products. The customer may experience samples and having his/her first experiences. This is the step getting new customers. 3. Relationship, when there is constant commerce between the parties. That requires continuous relationship update and management. 4. Community, when there exists active collaboration. Customer trusts on the enterprise and there may also be kind of "reliance". 5. Advocate, when there is true, deep partnership. Customer acts in the community as a spokesman for the enterprise. That kind of relationship is typically possible just after several years of collaboration.
The "living" relationship between the enterprise and the customer expects knowledge about the needs and the business of the customer.
There are certain processes, in which the knowledge aspect is possible to attach, for example (as a basis see Kalakota & Robinson Naturally there is a great deal of challenges. Those ones identified in this study were the challenge to integrate customer and product knowledge (for example merging together CRM and PDM dressed with web services), maintaining customer support history and following-up of repair/maintenance activities in all different channels, managing the whole service cycle, and the challenge of inter-organizational CRM, for example CRM knowledge delivery for partners, collaborative product commerce and the challenge of technology integration.
e-Business offers opportunities, for example, for project coordination within a network. There were some examples when a group of companies had founded a common project portal to management of long-term construction project or similar (for example plant or ship construction projects). Such a project portal serves as a storage for project information, instruction base for partners work performance in different phases and at the same time as a common interchange of information about the development of project. Project portal enable continuous documentation of project to ensure the quality. Foundation of portals serving projects and more generally several stakeholders is one of the key questions of knowledge business. With support of network new kind of allocation of work can be planned and it also enables operations of cooperation based networks.
e-Business is usually first initiated in marketing and sales functions field. However, transparency of whole network requires that these web-based single applications must be integrated into company's other information systems. Among the interviewed companies many pilot and already established projects were found, but still in electronic procurement companies haven't been able to proceed no longer than to the next procurement tier.
E-business based value chains depend also from inner power relations of industry. In some industries wholesalers have so significant role that a channel conflict arise very easily. On the other hand, there are some companies who have so great procurement power, that they can partly dictate the rules of information processing to their subcontractors. It is essential for extending the e-procurement, that companies in the role of contract supplier could take responsibility also from development of their subcontractors information processing, even in the form of offering information system services.
During the interviews a clear "wait an see" -situation was observable, where it wasn't sure who had the responsibility of standards of industry's information processing; industry leader, contract supplier, or all companies separately. Creating supply chain community requires strategic formation of organizations, where common practices are been agreed (processes, data models) as well as community's operational objectives. Then, execution and maintenance of information infrastructure will become easier.
6.
Discussion
This research outlines some development paths of mass customization and e-Business in metal and electronics industries in the near future. This research outlines that companies must continuously learn from their business partners, suppliers, and customers and deepen the cooperation with them to retain the competitiveness in the future.
It is suggested that in order to be successful in mass customization strategies you need to build up knowledge business systems and development approaches in which you can learn from and create new knowledge about your customers, suppliers or other relevant knowledge sources.
It can be concluded that development of mass customization strategies and e-Business systems are interlaced. As the e-Business systems become part of every day life, eBusiness will become more standardized and cost-effective activity which itself doesn't bring any competitive advantage, but is rather business-as-usual. This covers the ERP-"the cornerstone" and fair part of SCM-phases. In CRM-and KM-phases companies are instead offered opportunity for interaction and learning from customers, suppliers and business partners and thereby collecting information and knowledge, which brings competitive advantage as regards to others. In this point standardization of e-Business systems is going to diminish and potential for mass customization increase. Interesting is the intersection point, that is, when company perceives that their e-Business infrastructure has developed to stage where opportunity is open up to uniquely excel from competitors with repossession of knowledge management. Even the most mass customization literature suggest that companies should pursue for mass customization to achieve or at least maintain competitiveness, it must not be forget that in long term, competitive capabilities and possible advantage comes from ongoing development of competencies (Fowler et al. 2000) , not from changing the representation of the same products over and over again.
To have the potential of sustained competitive advantage, a firm resource must have four attributes: (a) it must be valuable, (b) rare, (c) imperfectly imitable, and (d) there cannot be strategically equivalent substitutes for this resource (Barney 1991) . So, unless some solution in product or production technique is protected, sustainable advantage can't be achieved merely from mass customization in a long run. Developing firm's resources and competencies and using those competencies to continuously develop new innovations, on the other hand, can contribute to it.
However, mass customization can bring competitive advantage at least some time. But is suggested, that it is combined with continuous development of competencies. In the time of mass production, the synergy between mass production and invention was the basis for the old competitive reality (Pine et al. 1993b) . Alike, in the time of mass customization the base for competitiveness comes from synergy of invention and mass customization. Invention is needed at the early stages of product life cycle, but very quickly it must be developed a variety of products and customize them to different market segments to be able to take over the competitive edge of these new innovations.
Summary
In this article we first made an overview to drivers of mass customization and to the dimensions of mass customization. Then we presented a mass customization model, which was adapted from Gilmore and Pine (1997) after minor modifications. We presented the state of art situation in Finnish metal and electronic industries and made conclusions how the industries are moving toward more sophisticated modes of mass customization. Also the observed transitions from different mass customization strategies to others were seen to be one important result of this study. Final conclusions imply that development of e-Business and mass customization strategies are interlaced.
We suggest that further research would be done about how mass customization strategies evolve as companies information system infrastructure and e-business systems are improved. It is suggested in here, that certain mass customization strategies requires certain information systems to support them. Also the integrations of information systems of supply chain community will have significant effect on success of MC strategies.
The transitions between different MC strategies also need more in-depth analysis. It may be found, that as the companies learn more about their customer preferences, they are able to move from one mass customization strategy to other. However, in some cases it might be necessary to turn full circle for example when introducing totally new product or when trying to customize existing products for new customer segment. These transitions are attached to what in literature is called learning relationship (Reichwald et al. 2000 , Peters and Saidin 2000 , Hart 1995 , Hart 1996 . On the other hand, company can choose to proceed from one MC strategy to several MC strategies. For example, company can proceed from collaborative MC to both transparent and adaptive MC strategies, offering different customization to different customer groups, e.g. A-customers are offered transparent customization, B-customers are offered adaptive customization and C-customers are staying in collaborative MC strategy.
Third important area for future research is the information in products and how that might affect to competition. Intelligent products are coming and might roil the whole competitive environment. Imagine mass production factory producing some machines which purpose of use and capabilities are determined in customer service situation by downloading right software inside the product and setting up the right parameters. In future this development trend brings a whole new aspects to exploitation of mass customization in metal and electronic industries.
